Our experience assures the best solutions...

Specialists in producing and manufacturing pieces in carbon fiber and composites

Carbones y Sistemas, S.L.L.
C/ Av. Los Pocillos, 10
Nave 1 - P.I. La Carrehuela
28340 Valdemoro (Madrid)
Tel.: +34 91 895 38 80  mail@carbosystem.com
Fax: +34 91 809 23 46  www.carbosystem.com
Carbon fiber is one the future materials in developing pieces at industrial, sportive and spare time level, its main advantage is the high mechanical resistivity together with its low weight.

We dispose of different kinds of fiber tissues and of the most modern production systems, in order to offer the best service and attention to our customers.

The applications and featured products in this catalogue are just an example of the most representative. We can produce almost any type of pieces according drawing or sample. We use the most advanced CAD design program (Autocad, Solid Edge, etc.)

Our enlarged experience in this branch gives us the safe-confidence to contribute most suitable technical solutions and the most specialized advice.

For further information please contact us.
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